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Erin	  Weidemann: Hi everybody and welcome to today's episode of Heroes for Her I'm your 

host Erin Weidemann, founder of Bible Belles and author of The 

Adventures of Rooney Cruz, a series to help girls discover what it means to 

be truly beautiful. We have a great, amazing, wonderful, fantastic, special 

guest today; her name is Ann White, she is many things to the community 

of believers out there and beyond. She is the founder and president of In 

Grace Ministries, it's a non-profit organization dedicated to strengthening 

believers, equipping leaders and empowering women and children at risk 

among many many other things. She has also written a fantastic new book 

which I'll let her talk about in a moment and we’re so excited to have her 

on. the book is called, 7 Steps to Courage and it's a great read that equips 

users with the necessary tools to make courageous choices and replace  

fear with faith which I think speaks so boldly to our listeners who are 

struggling to figure out how they're going to help their daughters navigate 

what the world is telling them, so Ann it's so great to have you on today 

thank you for being with us. 

 

Ann	  White: Erin, thank you for having me it's a pleasure to be here and I really 

appreciate the work that you're doing I'm very impressed and it's a very 

important work that you're doing to help encourage and empower these 

young girls. 

 

Erin	  Weidemann: Well thank you so much Ann too, you know, I've connected with the work 

that you're doing for so many reasons.  I think one of your recent 

Facebook posts actually really struck me and I wanted to just read that for 

everybody, it said, "God wants us to discuss everything with Him, be 

devoted and consistent in our communication with Him and have an 
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attitude of joy, thanksgiving, reverence and respect in the process" and 

that spoke very deeply to me for so many reasons.  

 

As a young girl growing up I just didn't have any sort of a handle on what 

prayer was supposed to be. I grew up in church, you know, going to 

Sunday school, I went to a Christian school and we prayed all the time at 

school, but it never really came home with me and I didn't really 

understand the simple practice of talking to God and really believing and 

trusting that He could hear me, that He was listening, that He loved to me. 

So I really missed that boat and that concept entirely I spent a lot of my 

teenage and my childhood separated from God so I'm wondering if you 

could just speak into, you know, parents who are struggling with that same 

situation, how do I bring prayer into my daily home I'm supposed to train 

up my child the way the Bible says when I'm not even sure if I'm doing 

that right am I talking to God in the right way. So what to say to parents 

who are struggling with that? 

 

Ann	  White: Gosh Erin  I think… let me just speak from personal experience;  I, like 

you,  I was in church as a child, but didn't have that strong foundation and 

it was years and years and years before I ever really understood prayer or 

really understood my relationship with the Lord and so I think one way 

that parents can encourage their young kids is not only in just 

communicating with God, you know, I often thought and I think so many 

of us so many times think we have to have the right words to say, we have 

to say it eloquently, we have to be the right people, there are so many of us 

that are suffering with guilt or shame or other things and so our 

communication with God is limited because we think we're just not getting 

it right we think well maybe we’re not in the right frame of mind, we’re 

not saying the right words, but it's really as I've learned through the years 

as I've grown to know the Lord closer I've learned it's just the 

communication, you know, God already knows what we’re thinking, what 
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we're feeling, what we're experiencing, what we've done;  He knows our 

guilt, but He just wants us to come before Him and recognize Him for who 

He is, communicate with Him as our Father, who He is,  just like we 

would communicate with one another. So my recommendation would be 

to encourage our young kids to have that open communication with God. 

The other way to me is getting into God’s word, I think I really didn't 

know Him until I learned to really read and study His words. Like you I 

would go to church, I would come home, the Bible would sit on the desk 

until next Sunday until it was time to go back. 

 

 

Erin	  Weidemann: Definitely, that's definitely how it was in my house and no fault to my 

parents either I think it wasn't something that we were comfortable with 

and I think maybe just to their credit they just sort of left it alone and felt 

like, I don't know, the church was going to handle it or just the people who 

were more equipped or at least they felt were more equipped than they 

were and more educated just in the word every day, were going to be the 

ones to impact their kids and I know a lot of families feel that way. 

 

Ann	  White: Yes often times we’re intimidated, we’re intimidated by God Himself, 

we’re also intimidated by His word and I think the Bible was translated 

into common language from the Hebrew text, so it's not too difficult;  I 

often thought there's no way I could understand this. But when you begin 

to read and my favorite way to study the Bible is book by book and I 

learned that through Preset Ministries way back and I didn't really start 

doing that and practicing that habit until about ten years ago and I began to 

see my relationship with the Lord transform, because I began to see how 

He interacts what type of a relationship He desires to have with His people 

and we learn that through His word and there's just really no other way 

around it and so it's really just about sitting down, beginning to read it and 

getting in a good Bible study and it just helps us to grow in our 
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relationship with Him.    

 

But prayer as we were talking about before is just really communicating 

and not being intimidated to say Lord, “I'm here, my hands are open wide, 

here is where I'm struggling and Lord just give me the wisdom, give me 

the discernment, give me the understanding that I need to have to know 

what is my next step that I need to take.” 

 

Erin	  Weidemann: Yes definitely I think for me too and just as the mom of a young daughter 

and I know there are tons of moms out there that feel the same way. We 

have this desire to cultivate this deep meaningful connection for our girls 

to the Bible, it's something that I was completely without as a kid and I 

fell into a lot of just dark feelings about myself, not feeling like I was 

worth very much, girls are constantly, you know, there's just this constant 

comparison going on; who am I when I look at all the other girls around 

me,  so one thing I know mom of daughters and parents of daughters are 

trying to do is to develop this real connection with their girls to the Bible, 

because it’s essentially our manual for everything,  it’s the only book 

they're ever going to read that has truly all of the answers.  

 

So we're looking for ways that our girls can experience the stories and the 

lessons from the Bible and then look inside themselves and discover their 

own unique value and purpose for what God has planned for their lives. So 

in thinking about that, what stories from the Bible has had the most impact 

for you when you were growing up?  

 

Ann	  White: Oh gosh, okay now growing up I’ll be honest with you I didn't have that, I 

didn't have that foundation.   My parents, we would go to church not 

regularly and so I didn't even get saved until I was 19 years old and so I 

had a lot of brokenness in my first 19 years and even kept a lot of that 

brokenness for another about 20 years simply because that foundation was 
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there.  

 

So I want to speak to your listeners and say praise God that you are 

proactive in giving your daughters a strong foundation; but one other thing 

that you can do is to incorporate Bible studies.  So as I began to study the 

Bible more in-depth about ten years ago and that was when I was in my 

early 40s so I waited a long time before I, even after being saved before I 

really began to grow in that relationship with the Lord and I can tell you 

it's a huge difference what we have when we strengthen that foundation.  

 

Now Satan would want to keep us completely away from God's word as 

He does, but God has put it there to give us strength and to help us to build 

up our courage muscles. So the story that I… there are so many of them I 

love the story especially for younger adults, of Daniel and even though it's 

a young boy as he comes into the power with Nebuchadnezzar and he's in 

captivity but he just so shows such prayer warrior faith and he also is 

willing to stand for his beliefs but in a very respectful kind way that 

actually draws the unbelievers to him. There are obviously those who were 

going to attack him, but he draws in the unbelievers. 

 

Another one would be Joshua and I love the Old Testament you’ll see that 

about me as much as I love love the New Testament, the Old Testament 

gives us such a strong foundation in God and who He is and really His 

desire to be reconciled with us and His desire to have a close personal 

relationship with us. 

 

Erin	  Weidemann: Absolutely, as you mentioned the stories that really impacted you and your 

excitement about reading obviously the New Testament but there's 

something about the Old Testament and just some of the stories that are in 

there; the 5 stories from the Old Testament that we chose for Bible Belles 

are Hannah, Esther, Abigail, Ruth and to Deborah and for us, the focus for 
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us really… and you know I can speak to this because I grew up in a very 

traditional Lutheran church,  I never felt really connected to my church 

experience and to God growing up it was very rigid and regimented and 

it's bathed in all of this beautiful tradition but I just never felt a connection 

with stand up and sit down and repeat and I was lost on all of that. So I 

think a focus for us is to just come together and present these women of 

the Old Testament, these 5 beautiful examples of God's chosen people who 

can be real role models for girls. So can you talk about just in your studies 

of the Old Testament, just what you believe will come from showing girls 

these real biblical role models that they can actually look up to. 

 

Ann	  White:  Absolutely and Erin you picked five great examples each one of those 

gives us a courageous example of people who have not just had an easy 

life, they've often faced very difficult trials, which in our life today we are 

going to face trials.  Often times we want God to just remove those trials 

from our lives, but He shows us through these accounts and through many 

accounts in the Old Testament just how He’s faithful to stand by us He's 

just and so there are consequences when we fail, when we sin, when we 

turn a different direction there are those consequences, but He's always 

standing by asking us to repent and return to Him into a right relationship 

so that He can restore us back and so that we can learn from our mistakes.  

 

 One of my favorite verses in the Bible is in II Corinthians and He tells us 

my grace is sufficient for you and He shows that, He demonstrates that all 

the way through the Old testament as any of our characters,  Hannah, 

Esther, Abigail, Ruth as they face these insurmountable challenges they 

have to turn and lean to the Lord when they show strength in their faith 

and in their standing with God He's there He's offering His mercy, He's 

offering His grace and He’s offering His guidance. So we can learn so 

much from these accounts and I just appreciate what you're doing and 

setting up these role models because... It's just so interesting about the 
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Bible itself how something that was written over 2500 years ago can still 

be so applicable today it is the living breathing word of God. 

 

Erin	  Weidemann:  It truly is, it's so funny because in just my experiences growing up like I 

was saying earlier I would rarely read the Bible I didn't understand how to 

tackle it, it was very intimidating like you are saying, sometimes it would 

just sit closed on my desk at home and I would just look at it and, you 

know, not just really feel like I could get in there and to do anything.  

 

So I think what you're saying too about this next generation how they can 

really be blessed by getting in the word and looking at not just the stories 

that are in there, but specifically the female stories that are in there I know 

they were something really special growing up for me about reading 

stories that had a female heroine. 

 

Ann	  White:  Certainly and you mentioned Deborah, you mentioned Deborah as a leader 

in the Bible there is a lot that we can learn and I think as women so often 

times when we come into church, there are so many of these stories and so 

many accounts that are covered on the male side of things; we don't see 

courage and that's one thing that really touched me, because for so many 

years I lacked courage you know many of us operate in a fear-based 

mentality... 

 

Erin	  Weidemann:  I love that you're going here right now,  because I'm sitting here looking at 

all the amazing things I've read and little nuggets that I've pulled out of 

your book and I'm so glad you're here because that was my next question. 

 

Ann	  White: Oh gosh yeah I mean fear is one of our greatest cripplers and that's one of 

Satan's greatest tools that he uses against us not only does he hit us over 

the head with condemnation and continue to tell us we’re not worthy, we 

can't do this, but he also tells us that's too frightening,  so we operate in 
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fear so much of the time and if we really look at some of these women in 

the Bible they were so courageous to come forward and even in very 

fearful moments times that they just really didn't know.   

 

 Take Esther for example, you know not knowing how her King was going 

to take her coming in and wanting to bring up a salvation for her people, 

but she took the chance and we can learn from these examples and people 

in accounts who have gone before us to have courage and God will help to 

build that courage as we read the Bible He will begin to unearth inside of 

us by saying, “this was done before this can be done again”, now how does 

that apply to my life?  Because I think what's so important many times we 

miss when we were studying God's word is, we get in there and read it and 

we say “That happened so long ago that doesn't really apply to me.”  Well 

that's not true; there is a timeless biblical principle in every passage of the 

Bible that we can apply to our everyday lives. 

 

Erin	  Weidemann:  That's so true, what you're saying is exactly true. In your book and I have 

to ask you this too, because it speaks so strongly to both the parents that 

are listening who want to impact their kids, you have for the word 

“Courage”  in your book this action plan for each letter of the word. Can 

you just briefly explain each of those steps to just lay out sort of the path 

that a person could take to really tackle that situation of fear and how they 

can sort of rally around their own heart and the equipment that God gives 

them to really tackle any challenge that they face. 

 

Ann	  White:  Absolutely, really the book is based on the journey that I took going from 

fear-based choices to courage and so it goes over an account of a point that 

I got to in my life where I was operating so much in fear I was at a 

breaking point and so I begin to think and pray as I began to write the book 

and I said, “Okay Lord I know the steps that I took and I want to 

encourage other young women and women my age that they too can have 
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this courage,” so I took the acronym of courage and took each letter and 

turned it into my steps.   

 

So the first step of courage is the C step which is “Commit to change” 

because until you commit to making a change, you're not going to go 

forward.  Sometimes we don't change until the pain of staying the same 

becomes greater then the pain of the change. I know that's a mouthful... 

 

Erin	  Weidemann:  No, I love that and I'm a teacher so I like little quips and phrases like that 

so keep it coming. 

 

Ann	  White:  Yes, but we need to commit to change and then the O in courage stands 

for “Overcome obstacles” and really we've got a lot of obstacles in our life 

at least I did, by the time I'd had gotten, and I started this book when I was 

in my late 40s, so by the time I had gotten to that stage of my life I had a 

lot of obstacles that I had put in place, fear being one of those, and so I've 

got to learn how can I overcome these obstacles?  And so we talk a lot in 

that chapter,  I talk a lot about how do we overcome these obstacles.  

 

The U in courage is “Uncover the real you” we have to… sometimes we 

wear a mask and that was something that I did for so many years.  As a 

young Christian I felt like, you know I've got it going to church, I've got it 

going to my community and if I'm going to be a Christian I've got to look 

perfect,  and that is so not the case.  We are so broken sometimes and we 

just need to uncover who we really are so that then we can begin to deal 

and accept and love ourselves for who God created us to be. 

 

Erin	  Weidemann:  I think that belief too and that realization as an adult woman I have 

undergone something close to that,  just feeling like I just need to just put 

it on and a friend of mine says it like it's playing church, like you're 

playing church like you’re just going to go out there and pretend 
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everything is fine and when you're broken and struggling and battling 

things and struggles on the inside, I would even argue to say as an adult 

that's an important lesson, but that's such an important lesson for young 

girls to learn. 

 

Ann	  White:  Gosh it is, because if it's not, if we hold that stuff in it just pile up and 

Satan uses it as our internal judge to just hit us over the head with guilt and 

self-condemnation and we keep wrapping up in that fear, but God's Word 

tells us that when we expose these things to the light that's where they can 

be healed, so we've got to uncover who we really are and we've got to 

begin to be more transparent because it doesn't only hurt us that we’re not 

being transparent it hurts the other people next to us sitting in church with 

us or sitting in school with us, our friends to see us as perfect then they are 

going to feel less than.  

 

Erin	  Weidemann:  I was just at a retreat it was like the women in business retreat this last 

couple of weekends ago and the woman who was speaking up at the front 

said, "If you hold and bottle up those feelings and emotions inside yourself 

it's a poison to you and you’re withholding a blessing from another woman 

or another female who might benefit from hearing it." 

 

Ann	  White:	     So so true. 

 

Erin	  Weidemann: Which I thought was really profound because you think about just the 

damage that holding on to those things can do to you as a person you don't 

even stop to think if I don't share this with somebody they're going to go 

right on thinking that everything is fine and perfect and they're going to 

have this completely skewed view of reality and you're withholding 

something from them. 
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Ann	  White: You absolutely are and that’s really the whole purpose behind my book 

was being very transparent and saying my world may have looked perfect 

on the outside, but it was a crumbling mess on the inside.  And really 

when we come forward and we say that as well as In Grace Ministries 

that's one of our powerful goals and I have found that the more transparent 

I am and the more real I am, the more others are drawn to my message and 

drawn to me, you know, God just keeps bringing people into our ministry 

and into my life that I can speak into marriages that are crumbling that 

have felt like they were completely alone, women who are dealing with 

abuse situations and neglect and physical abuse, sexual abuse and they just 

don't know who to go to, but you can't hold this in that's where Satan 

would have us to do it to keep it. 

 

Erin	  Weidemann:   Yes it sounds like that uncovering piece is so crucial. 

 

Ann	  White: It is very crucial and the next one in the R of courage stands for “Replace 

the worldly lies with scriptural truth” and I think that is key, so many of 

our young women and young girls are being fed lies by the world through 

media, through television even through our peers... 

 

Erin	  Weidemann: You’re speaking my language Ann this is exactly what I talk about all day 

long. 

 

Ann	  White: It's so true, so if we don't get into God's word and be able to combat those 

lies with scriptural truths, Satan will tell us “You're not worthy, you're not 

beautiful and wonderfully made.” But God's Word tells us that we are so 

we've got to hold onto those scriptural truths and when that lie comes in 

we've got to be able to say “No, that's a lie here is the truth and the truth 

is.”  And so that’s one major chapter that I think is critically important.  
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And quickly going through the last three and there's a couple other ending 

chapters, but courage, that A stands for “Accept the things we cannot 

change.”  That's a huge step in the process of healing and moving forward 

into making courageous choices.  

 

“Grasp God's love for us is the G chapter and you know and that's 

something we've got to do is really understand how much he loves us... 

 

Erin	  Weidemann:   That's hard that one’s very hard to do. 

 

Ann	  White: Yes it is hard and it's so hard just in a short amount of time to really tell 

you there's so many great nuggets in the book and the E of courage is 

“Embrace a life of grace” and that is a huge key, God so graciously love 

us and died for our sin, and died for our faults and failures, because he 

knew he couldn't do it on our own. 

 

Erin	  Weidemann: Absolutely, thank you so much for sharing too just that short glimpse into 

your book I think it could really be helpful for listeners to know and to 

want to learn more about you and the work that you're doing. In your book 

and then also to with In Grace Ministries you have such a passion for just 

getting out into the community and into the world and doing things to help 

others which as a mom I know it is something that I truly want to instil in 

my daughter just this love of other people, love of self, yes and 

understanding that she is worthy, but equally important to that is the love 

of another human being and I think the work that you're doing at In Grace 

to just strengthen so many aspects of life for so many people is super 

impacting and super powerful. So I would just love you to share any of the 

current projects you're working on or anything that you'd like to share for 

the ministry work you're doing. 
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Ann	  White: Erin we are every day trying to expand our outreach, I'm on two Christian 

talk shows one is The Christian View and you can check that out to our 

link at ingraceministries.org and I also co-host a program occasionally 

called, Atlanta Live as well. So we use television media to reach and just 

with the message of Christians have problems too we’re very real, but 

we've got to be transparent and so just a message of hope and 

encouragement.  

 

So through In Grace ministries we’re on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and 

we’ve got several projects going. The book will launch on February 15 so 

you'll be seeing more and more on our website by January 1st about that 

launch and then also speaking engagements that will be coming up in 

2016;   I really kind of laid-back and just focused on television and 

building into our social media encouraging through Facebook and so forth 

and writing this book in 2015. So there will be more opportunities for 

speaking engagements for people to visit and just interact us, because if 

you follow us on Facebook we continue to put out encouragement we have 

a blog post that goes out 3 times a week and they're all just encouraging 

messages that help to strengthen us as believers in God's not only in His 

world, but in His principles. 

 

Erin	  Weidemann: That's beautiful and amazing and I'm so excited to encourage people to get 

connected with you and with the work that you're doing.  So Ann White 

got to wrap it up, but I want to thank you for being on the show I've really 

enjoyed speaking with you. We wrap up every show by doing something 

called the scoop, which is 3 questions that you probably don't get asked 

very often so are you ready? 

 

Ann	  White:	     I'm ready. 
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Erin	  Weidemann: Okay perfect, so here is the first one, so at Bible Belles we are super 

committed obviously to building female heroes in our girls and the first 

question from the scoop is who was your hero going up? 

 

Ann	  White: Oh gosh my hero growing up would have probably been my mother 

honestly. 

 

Erin	  Weidemann:   Why? 

 

Ann	  White: My mom was… she seemed like a very strong and courageous person and 

I saw the things that she dealt with, with my dad and you read more about 

that and my story in my book, but there was some abuse in our home and I 

just saw my mom as being able to courageously stand and I always wanted 

to be just like her. 

 

Erin	  Weidemann: I love hearing that too, because I think so many families out there and so 

many moms and dads are looking to be that for their children and just 

praying through those moments to be able to really, you know, just be 

someone that they can look to for support and encouragements that's a 

beautiful testament to your mother. 

 

Ann	  White:   Absolutely. 

 

Erin	  Weidemann: Okay second question, if it's your last meal on earth what would you eat? 

This is the hardest question I think. 

 

Ann	  White: It is and it isn't, because I love food, you to have know me to know that, 

but pizza is probably my favorite food in the world I was just in India for 

two weeks doing missionary work over there with women leaders and 

encouraging and helping them and I would come back after about five 
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days there I was over the Indian food even though it's delicious and thank 

goodness the hotel had pizza they had an American meal at night, they had 

a great pizza, so about the last five days I ate pizza every night for dinner 

and it felt like home so it was great. 

 

Erin	  Weidemann: That's a play right out of my book I'm right there with you.  Okay last 

question, if you had a secret superpower, some sort of superhuman ability 

what would it be? 

 

Ann	  White: Wow that’s a tough one and gosh I feel like God's given it to me, but my 

superpower would be coverage it really would be, because I think I just 

need it so often and as we're going to have to face fears in our lives and I 

face them every single day that's not going to go away. But yeah, so this 

may be not what you would call a superpower, but for me that would be 

the first thing that comes to mind because it's something I need every 

single moment of every single day. 

 

Erin	  Weidemann:  It is just between you and us and everybody who is listening it is 

definitely a superpower in our series for girls it's the third superpower that 

a girl can earn for themselves through the story of Abigail.  So that 

commitment to bravery is something that we care a lot about over here. 

 

Ann	  White:  Exactly. 

 

Erin	  Weidemann: Ann White thank you so much I just wanted to let our listeners know again 

if you want to check out the work that Ann White is doing and the 

amazing impact she is having on the world please check her out Facebook, 

all other social media,  checked out her website, Ann White would you 

give them that information again just so they can know where to find you. 
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Ann	  White: Absolutely, we are at ingraceministries.org and you can find us on 

Facebook at In Grace Ministries as well and then Twitter is just 

Annwhiteigm, which is In Grace Ministries and so we'd love for you guys 

to follow us. You can follow us through Facebook by just going to our 

website we've got all the links there, you can subscribe to our weekly 

blogs and we would love to hear from you and we want to be there as an 

encouragement. 

 

Erin	  Weidemann: So many great ways for people to connect with you Ann and thank you so 

much for being a hero for her I can't tell you how wonderful it is to have 

you with us today. 

 

Ann	  White: Erin thanks for having me and I really again appreciate what you're doing 

and I'll keep you in prayer for all that you're doing to encourage the girls 

and mothers out there. 

 

Erin	  Weidemann:   Thank you so much Ann. 

 

[End of recorded material] 

 


